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Annual Care@GSLC week

Good Shepherd Lutheran College students promoting “Say no to bullying”. The school was a sea of orange cardboard hands, part of the week’s activities focusing on “looking after your mates and being a part of a caring community”. Part of the week’s focus on surveys will be completed, giving students a confidential voice; a sea of orange cardboard hands will be placed around the College grounds, indicating students say no to bullying.

Open day at Good Shepherd

The college’s open day next Tuesday will be an informative, fun day to provide students and their families with a convenient opportunity to investigate first-hand what the school has to offer as it prides itself on providing an “Education with Verve” (vigour, spirit and energy). The College will be celebrating its 25 years of operation in 2011, having begun as a small primary school on the site of the old Noosa Drive-In; the campus has undergone a massive transformation over the years.